ALL CHARGED UP! (PART 2)
Clive Elliott continues to delve inside some of the AC charging systems in British military vehicles.

Last time I described the basic principles of AC charging systems and how they were developed for military
service. Having described 40-amp and 90-amp systems, I shall now move on to some more powerful systems.
100-Amp Systems
There were two 100-amp systems, the Generator No.9 and the Alternator No.1. Despite quite differing
designations they are both alternators, but the Alternator No.1 is of a much more advanced design and a far
more versatile unit.
Generator No.9 Mk 1
This a 100-amp alternator that was fitted in:
1. FV432 series Mk 1 and Mk 1/1.
2. FV620 Stalwart Mk 1 (fitted on a few early ones, but not after vehicle no. 86).
3. FV1620 Malkara launcher (Hornet). The 25-amp generator normally fitted to Humbers was totally
inadequate. The missile ground control units and simulators relied heavily on thermionic valves which had
heavy power demands.
4. FV1624 Malkara repair truck was used for repairing the complete Malkara system, this Humber was fitted
with the same electronics as the Hornet. There were additional power demands for this large test facility. At
its inception in 1962 there were no alternators in service with an output of more than 100-Amps, so the
FV1624 had to be supported by an external petrol generator.
The Generator No.9 is of a salient pole type, which means there are twelve individual field windings for each of
the twelve poles. Inevitably these windings require a much higher current than the single field winding of the
imbricated pole type (e.g. Generator No.10). But the benefit is greater flexibility in design size and this allows a
toroidal transformer (for output sensing) to be built into the alternator. (A toroid is a very efficient type of
winding around a “doughnut” type core. It provides a highly concentrated magnetic field within the winding but
beyond that has very little magnetic leakage). This output is fed to Panel, Generator; No.8 Mk 1 via pins A and
G. There is a facility to take off three-phase AC to supply power tools. This output comes from pins P, T and R
that supplies a special transformer to give 208 volts at 400 Hz when the generator is run at 4,000 rpm. The main
output is from pins W and X, the mounting for the plug houses two suppression capacitors C1 and C2. Air is
drawn in through a twelve-bladed fan and forced out through vents at the slip ring end plate. The design
ambient temperature is 80 degrees centigrade.

Generator No.9 Mk 1 without pulley fitted.

Note that the field winding is actually twelve windings in series.

The stator with the leads at the rear going to the diodes in the driving end plate.

The rotor.

Slip ring end plate, clearly not suitable for waterproofing.
Diodes
There are total of eleven silicon diodes in the generator. Six rectify the main output and carry high current. Two
low current diodes supply the regulator. Three low current diodes supply the relay to permit charging. It is
confusing that different types of designation are used. This can occur when comparing the EMER with the parts
list or when a newer diode is introduced e.g.
25H20
DD 3026
X 6062-18A
LV6/MT4/CB/6062-18
CV7572
5960-99-804-1853

Commercial number
Lucas number
CAV number (although CAV became a Lucas company)
Vocab. of Army Ordnance Stores based on manufacturer’s number (CB = CAV)
Interservice Common Valves number
NATO Stock Number, the last seven digits being based on no logic at all!

(These are examples of some of the different diodes used in the generator. They are not equivalents)
Diodes D1-D6
These six high power diodes are arranged in a three-phase bridge for the main alternator output. Three are type
25H20 and three type 25HR20. The one type is a reverse construction of the other which allows direct fixing
onto the metal heatsinks.

Stud mounted diode 25HR20.

Although these are electrically similar diodes, it is curious that at 80 degrees centigrade the maximum current
for the 25H20 (X6062-18A) is 48 amps whereas its mirror image, the 25HR20 (X6062-18), it is only 38.4
amps. With a maximum generator output of 100 amps it means the diodes are each running at nearly 35 amps,
which is close to the limit for the 25HR20.

Driving end plate.
In 1970 both diode types were “no longer in production” and were replaced by newer equivalents. This is
curious, as 25H20 is still a demandable item as NSN 5960-99-804-1853. Neverthe
less they were replaced by, X6062/129 and X6062/129A. This required new heat sinks and busbars and the
erasure of ‘2’ from the modification record plate. X6062/129 (CV7572) is still available but its reversed
counterpart is obsolete.
Diodes D7 & D8
Two CAV diodes type 5970-60B are required for the toroidal transformer which is used to provide a sensing
voltage for the equalising coil in the regulator panel. The current is in the order of 1 amp.
Diodes D9, D10 & D11
These three diodes are again CAV type 5970-60B and supply the auxiliary charging relay. These diodes were
replaced by Lucas type DD 323 but by 1965 they became obsolete and were replaced by Lucas type DD3026.
These were superseded by CAV type X6208-23. Given that CAV is part of the Lucas group it may merely have
been a change in designation. However these stud-mounted diodes in turn became obsolete. They were replaced
by a printed circuit board complete with wire ended diodes and indicated by the erasure of ‘3’ from the
modification record plate. The CAV board X6062-133 (FV 893554) is still a current item.

The original arrangement for the five subsidiary diodes.

Panel, Generator, No.8, Mk 1
The performance of an alternator is limited not just by its own design but by the capabilities of its regulator. In
the 1950s the most robust form of regulating the output from a vehicle generator was the carbon pile regulator.
This system was used for regulating the output of dynamos in the vehicles fitted with Rolls Royce ‘B’ Series
engines. The dynamos for these vehicles merely produced 24 volts output at 25 amps, although the design was
pushed further to 75 amps for later Salidins. The design was pushed yet further to 100 amps for the Generator
No.9. Its matching regulator the Panel, Generator, No.8, Mk 1 consists basically of a carbon pile regulator and a
relay to facilitate battery charging. Although the Generator No.9. is an alternator the essentials are the same,
reducing the power to the field winding causes generator output power to drop. Power transistors were not yet
capable of handling such a high current.
The carbon pile regulator consists of a stack of thirty three carbon discs held inside a ceramic tube within a
casting formed into a finned heatsink. The discs are held in compression by a spring controlled by a solenoid
with its winding linked to the alternator output. The carbon discs are wired in series with the field winding. As
the alternator output rises it causes the solenoid to release some of the pressure on the carbon discs, their
resistance increases which in turn causes the voltage to the field winding to decrease causing the alternator
output to fall.

The cross-sectional view of the carbon pile regulator of Panel, Generator, No.8, Mk 1.
Carbon pile regulators get quite hot and must be positioned to allow a good airflow. Since hot air rises, the
cooling fins must be mounted uppermost in a vertical plane. The carbon pile itself is fairly brittle and the
generator panel is cushioned by rubber inserts on its mounting frame.

Panel, Generator, No.8, Mk 1. Note the lower label gives an instruction that the unit should always be mounted
in the plane shown here.

A simplified circuit of Panel, Generator, No.8 and how it relates to the Generator, No. 9. None of the five
capacitors are shown, they are for radio suppression and have no effect on the function of the panel.

Panel, Generator, No. 8,Mk 1 with solenoid cover removed.

Prototype Generator Panel No.8. Later panels had the terminal block more central and two more filter
capacitors were added.

Positioning the generator panel was something of a problem. The cooling fins must always be mounted in the
vertical plane for optimum cooling and the panel must be in an area that is not too hot e.g. away from the
engine. This often meant mounting the panel in an exposed position. Such positioning tended to get in the way
of the crew and risk damage to the brittle carbon piles.

The generator panel positioned rather awkwardly above the gearbox in a Hornet.
Faultfinding
Testing of the complete charging system is an irksome business. Even with the proper workshop test facilities
of a “Test Stand, Automotive Generator and Starter” there were items which are needed to be locally
manufactured such as cable harness, test panel, plug adapters and generator cradle. For most of us this will be
totally impractical.

Generator and Generator Panel set up for dynamic testing.

Substitution of a complete unit can be tempting, there are circumstances when the fault lies say in the harness
and as units are substituted they are progressively destroyed. So it is worth testing the cable harness for short
circuits and that there is continuity of leads. Many charging faults lie in the harness and plugs rather than the
main units. Very often you do not know the status of the replacement unit, I have fitted a new regulator that was
sealed in a wooden crate to find the carbon pile damaged, yet I have fitted a unit rescued from a firing range
that worked perfectly! So for those of you who are handy with a multimeter here are some readings and
specifications that may be of help.
Faultfinding in Generator No.9
Resistance readings with a multimeter are:
Toroidal transformer
Outer to outer 1.23 ohms
Outer to centre 0.615 ohms
Rotor
Measured across the slip rings 1.7 – 2.0 ohms
With negative lead of multimeter on pin W
Pin W to pin X
110 – 140 ohms
Pin W to pin F
100 – 120 ohms
Pin W to pin P
25 – 35 ohms
Pin W to pin T
25 – 35 ohms
Pin W to pin R
25 – 35 ohms
+ve lead of multimeter on pin W
Pins X, F, P, T & R in excess of 10,000 ohms
+ve lead of multimeter on pin G
Pin G to pin A
35 – 55 ohms
-ve lead of multimeter on pin G
Pin G to pin A
in excess of 10,000 ohms
Diode D1, D2 & D3 (25 H20)
+ve lead of multimeter on base 32 – 37 ohms
-ve lead of multimeter on base in excess of 10,000 ohms
Diode D4, D5 & D6 (25 HR20)
-ve lead of multimeter on base 32 – 37 ohms
+ve lead of multimeter on base in excess of 10,000 ohms
Diode D7 – D11 (DD 3026)
+ve lead of multimeter on base 38 - 45 ohms
-ve lead of multimeter on base in excess of 10,000 ohms
Faultfinding in Generator Panel No.8
Battery relay
Pull in voltage
Drop out voltage
Coil resistance

14.0-15.0 volts
8.0-10.0 volts
160 ohms

Regulator coil
Current
0.7-0.77 amps
Equalising coil resistance
2 ohms
Main coil resistance
11.8 ohms
Shunt coil resistance
790 ohms
Series coil & carbon pile resistance 0.04 ohms
Resistances
Preset
41 ohms 30 watts
Fine adjustment of output, via blanking plug 5 ohms 7.5 watts
Fixed resistor, wire wound
8 ohms
Silicon diode type SD92A or 1N538
Forward resistance 45 ohms
Reverse resistance
10 kohms
SKA pin B – PL1 pin C
45 ohms
SKA pin G – PL2 pin B
2.25 ohms
+ve lead on SKA pin D & -ve lead on PL1 pin F should read 350 ohms
-ve lead on SKA pin D & +ve lead on PL1 pin F should read 10 kohms
Field current
Voltage output

10.5-11.5 amps
28.75-29.0 volts (light load 200-2,000 rpm)

Alternator, No.1, Mk 1
Military alternators were originally designated not specifically as alternators, but as generators, so there was no
knowing at a glance whether an item was an alternator or a dynamo. This changed with the introduction of the
Alternator No.1 Mk 1 in 1967. Although Rotax launched this alternator in 1964 under the code BA2803 as part
of a FVRDE requirement for a “Wide Speed-Range Generating System”.

Prototype Rotax BA2803 alternator.
The features of the system are an alternator that is brushless and a fully integrated control system. Rotax
displayed their first brushless alternators at the Farnborough Air Show in 1958; one of these was coupled to a
Lucas hydraulic drive motor. The two companies continued their collaboration in the development of
alternators for FV432s and Chieftain. The system provides three main configurations:
1. DC output using two alternators to give 200 Amp 28.5 volts DC.
2. AC and DC output using two alternators.
3. AC and DC outputs using one generator.
The system comprises two alternators, two voltage regulators, one rectifier unit, one power tools transformer
and a distribution box.

Alternator
The design of the rotor is entirely novel in that there are no slip rings, brushes or rotating windings. It consists
of a metal cylinder with three large apertures accommodating three pole pieces that project radially from the
drive shaft.

The rotor of the Rotax brushless alternator.
The poles are energised by two stationary field windings mounted at each end of the alternator. The field coils
are toroidal wound and are wired in series. The stator consists of a stack sheet steel stampings with an output
coil that is star wound with a three-phase output.

The stator of the Rotax brushless alternator.

Diagram of alternator connections.

Insulation throughout is provided by high grade PTFE, allowing temperatures up to 280 degrees centigrade to
be withstood and even higher for short periods. Cooling is effected by oil from the gearbox of a K60 engine. Oil
is driven in channels through the field coil yokes and helically between the stator and the external case. The oil
also provides lubrication for bearings at each end of the alternator. The oil is prevented from leaking by rubber
based seals faced with carbon, they are ground flat to a very close tolerance.

The oil cooling system of the Rotax brushless alternator.

As the rectifiers are external, there are three thick wires carrying the three-phase output.
The absence of rotating windings, slip rings, brushes or diodes allows the alternator to be much more reliable
and robust than any other equivalent alternator. Other features of the design are that it is fully submersible and
direction of rotation is reversible. When used with a second alternator the power output is doubled, normally
the alternators are rotating in opposing directions. In order that they function in phase, an alignment aid is
provided in the form of a chamfer on one of the gear teeth.
Data for Alternator, No.1, Mk 1
Rotax Code number
BA 2803
FVRDE number
FV342586
Note rpm quoted is alternator speed not engine speed.
DC Output (from rectifier unit) 28.5 volts at 100 amps over range 1,800-12,000 rpm
AC Output (3-phase)
208 volts 400 Hz. 12 kVA at 8,000 rpm
Cutting in speed
1,250 rpm
Gearbox ratio
2.95:1
Number of gear teeth 22

Output winding (each phase) 0.24-0.28 ohms at 20 degrees centigrade
Field resistance
0.34-0.37 ohms at 20 degrees centigrade
Field current 4.9-6.1 amps at 1,750 rpm
Field current 5.0-6.2 amps at 8,000 rpm
Oil flow

1.1 gallons per minute at 122 degrees centigrade

Rectifier Unit, No.1, Mk 1
The Rotax code number for the associated rectifier unit is ZA13301, this sounds very much like a VAOS
catalogue number, but this seems to be purely coincidental. The FVRDE number is FV342588 and in Army
service it became Rectifier Unit No.1 Mk 1.
At the heart of the unit are six high power silicon diodes arranged in a half-phase bridge. The diodes are bolted
to a heatsink at the base of the unit. Cooling is achieved by an oil flow from six holes near the base of the oil
tank and a further six holes on the opposite wall of the tank. The oil entry holes are 1.5 inches above the base of
the tank, this ensures there will be a residual oil level that will cover the diodes permitting some degree of heat
dissipation, even with no oil pumping. Oil is drawn up from the base of the unit up through a tube to a
termination on the top of the unit.

Partially dismantled view of Rectifier No.1 Mk 1.
Capacitors are fitted across the diodes and in the AC input leads to suppress radio interference. A choke is fitted
in the positive output line to help smooth out the ripple which is dependant on alternator speed. By virtue of the
six half-phase rectifiers, this will always be six times the alternator speed. A fuse rated at 250A is fitted under a
cover on the top plate; this is to protect the main power diodes in case the batteries are connected the wrong
way round. A single rectifier unit can be fed from two alternators provided they are both aligned in phase.

Part of the main system circuit diagram; note that socket SK6 changes its designation to SK1 on the individual
rectifier description.

A small socket SK1 on the top plate provides:
1. Stand-by sensing points (+ve & -ve) to protect against damaging overvoltage in the event of the 250A fuse
blowing. (Pins B & E).
2. A rectified output from three low power diodes. This operates the charging relay and provides a “tickle”
supply to energise the generator field winding before full output has built up (Pin A).
3. Feed to an ammeter across a 300A shunt in the positive output line (Pins C & D).
Control Panel, Alternator, No.1, Mk 1
The Rotax gave the code number for the associated voltage regulator as U6107. The FVRDE number is
FV342587 and in Army service it became Control Panel Alternator No.1 Mk 1. The regulator was a major step
forward in that it was entirely solid state and was not hampered by the limitations of carbon pile or electromechanical systems. This meant not only improved efficiency and reliability but it could handle higher currents
over a wider temperature range, be easier to waterproof, require less maintenance, generate less heat and radio
interference.

The robust presentation of Control Panel Alternator No.1 Mk 1.
There are a total of fifteen transistors but the heart of the system is the inclusion of two silicon-controlled
rectifiers (SCRs). The SCR is a rectifier that can be switched on and off by a pulse, the width of the pulse is
controlled by the output voltage from the alternator. The SCR is used to control the current in the alternator
field winding and regulates the alternator output to 28.5 volts within 2%.

The control panel with lid removed, showing the ease of maintenance for the three main component boards.

Although two alternators share a common rectifier unit, they must each have their own control panel. The panel
provides a range of functions:
Field supply
The alternator is self-excited, this means that the supply for the field winding is derived from the generator
output. The control panel provides the field supply and adjusts it via the SCRs to regulate alternator output.
Self-excitation relies on there being some residual magnetism within the alternator, however vibration and
shock can destroy this residual magnetism. To ensure the alternator can start to function under all conditions a
small “tickle” current from the batteries is passed to the field supply. On reaching normal output the three small
diodes in the alternator energise a relay to remove this energising current.
Field over-heat protection
Although the alternator is oil cooled, the temperature of the oil can get very high. This is particularly likely
when the alternator is delivering high current at low speeds. There is a risk that the PTFE insulation may
breakdown at high temperatures, to avoid this, field temperature sensing is provided. There is no direct
temperature sensing it is done in the control panel by measuring the voltage to and current through the field
winding. This is because voltage and current are a function of resistance and resistance is a function of
temperature. So when the field temperature exceeds 250 degrees centigrade then the field voltage is reduced,
thereby producing a fall in alternator output until it has cooled down.
Field current limiting
A vehicle left standing for long enough will assume the temperature of the environment. Under freezing
conditions the resistance of the field winding will be lowered resulting in a current of about 70 amps. So current
limiting circuitry is incorporated into the control panel to prevent the field current exceeding 30 amps.
Control panel environmental stability
Although the control panel will not be subject to the high temperatures of the alternator or rectifier unit, it still
will be subject to a wide range of ambient temperatures. To compensate for this, feedback circuits ensure that
the regulator will function normally from –40 to +55 degrees centigrade. By modern standards the upper
temperature limit seems rather low, but the control panel is just cooled by natural convection. Feedback circuits
also prevent unfavourable oscillations building up over a wide range of speed, loads and temperature. Direct
vibration is reduced by the three main component boards being mounted on metal panels supported by antivibration posts; the control box is mounted on four shockproof mountings. The complete unit is sealed to make
it completely waterproof.
Battery overheating
Particularly in tropical conditions, there is a danger of the batteries overheating. The system has provision for a
thermal switch to be fitted to the batteries. An undue rise in temperature is detected by the control panel and
causes the normal alternator output of 28.5 volts to fall to 27.5 volts.
Dual sensing
Normally the regulator reference voltage is obtained from the main DC output line. If for any reason this
reference should fail, then the regulator makes use of the stand-by sensing output provided by the rectifier unit.
Radio frequency interference suppression
Although there is less RF interference than with mechanical regulators, the control panel incorporates 12 feed
through capacitors to minimise any interference.
Load sharing
The full charging system incorporates two alternators and it is important that each alternator provides its fair
share of output. Each control panel receives voltages in proportion to its alternator’s output and corrections are
made. (See later)
The normal practice is for generators that are dynamos to be covered in EMER POWER section ‘P’ together
with their generator panels and generator panels for alternators. But in this generating system the panel
distinguishes itself by being allowed to be included with its parent alternator in section ‘W’.

Distribution, Link Box, No.1, Mk 1.
The distribution box is principally a junction box for distributing control signals and power from the two
alternators, two voltage regulators, one rectifier unit and one power tools transformer. The distribution box also
houses a Load Sharing Transformer No.2 Mk 1 for each alternator. This unit is a small toroidal transformer
sensing the three-phase output from each alternator. Only one of the three leads is sensed and this has to be
identical for each alternator. The transformer incorporates two diodes and a resistor and is sealed up in a cube
of Araldite appx 1 x 1.5 x 1.75 inches. The detected voltage is fed to the control panel and comparison is made
with the sister control panel.
Power Tools, Transformer, No.2, Mk 1
The power tools transformer provides two three-phase outputs for power tools in addition a further supply for
battery charging. It is used in installations with one or two alternators.

Power tools require three-phase 208 volts at 400 Hz, this is provided by the power tools transformer stepping
up the 115 volt output from the alternator. In order to provide this output the alternator must be run at 8,000
rpm, not only so that the power tools revolve at the correct speed but also as transformers are designed for a
given frequency any deviations from this will cause inefficiency and heat generation. The main output
transformer consists of three auto-connected windings in a star configuration and will deliver 11.7 kVA.
208 volts at 400 Hz.
There is a second output winding arranged as a delta. This provides two outputs:
1. Three-phase 8.3 kVA, 208 volts at 400 Hz.
2. Three-phase 25 volts to the rectifier unit, when rectified this translates to 28.5 volts DC at 100 amps.
There is a third output consisting of two small toroidal windings in an open star configuration. The output of
this is rectified by six diodes and is adjusted by a variable resistor to provide a 28.5 volt DC reference voltage.
The reference voltage is needed for the control panel when the output voltage is 208 volts AC three-phase.

There are three configurations of output depending how plugs are connected:
1. 200 amp 28.5 volts DC. Normal usage with both alternators. Transformer not connected.
2. 12 kVA 208 AC and 100 amps 28.5 volts DC. Using both alternators. Transformer connected.
3. 8 kVA 208 AC and 100 amps 28.5 volts DC. Using only one alternator. Transformer connected.

140-Amp System
Despite the sophistication of the Rotax brushless alternator, the total system was bulky and complicated. A new
generation of Combat Vehicles was developed that had no requirement for power tools and had limited space
yet required 140 amp charging facilities. The tracked series of combat vehicles, CVR(T), comprised Scorpion,
Scimitar etc and the wheeled series of combat vehicles, CVR(W), comprised Fox and the ill-fated Vixen. Given
the cost of development and advances that had been made in commercial alternator design the CVR series used
an adaptation of an existing design.
Generator, No.12, Mk 1
Lucas/CAV had developed a 140 amp alternator for use in passenger coaches, and it was a militarised version
of this that became the Generator, No.12, Mk 1. (Although the Rotax alternator was officially designated as an
‘Alternator’, all other alternators or dynamos were just called ‘Generator’. But a slight uncertainty is revealed in
some EMERs that refer to the Generator No.12 as ‘Generator/Alternator No.12)

Generator No.12 Mk 1.

On the right is Generator No.12 Mk 1, only just able to fit in the engine compartment of this CVR(T).
The Generator No.12 Mk 1 is an alternator of the imbricated pole type. The alternator output is self-limiting so
there are no fuses. It is driven at approximately 1.5 times engine speed by a multi-vee belt from the coolant fan,
which in turn is driven by a toothed belt from the gearbox input shaft.

Alternator drive arrangement in a CVR(T).
The alternator is submersible and air cooling is effected by an enclosed ducted fan. The three-phase AC output
is rectified within the alternator by 15 silicon diodes, which are in two groups:
1. The main output is rectified by 12 stud-mounted diodes arranged in 6 pairs. There are 6 of diode type
DD716 and 6 of diode type DD716A, which has reversed connections. This facilitates direct mounting on
the respective heat sinks. As the maximum current rating of each diode is 35 amps, pairing is used to share
the current.
2. A secondary output is provided by three diodes type DD5621A-S which each has a maximum rating of 18
amps. This output goes to the control box where it is regulated and fed back as the field supply to regulate
the main alternator output. It also serves to operate the battery relay.

The slip ring end of the alternator.
Panel, Generator, No.12, Mk 1
Whether this is by chance or by design, the designation for this panel is much more sensible than for earlier
systems. Here the panel describes precisely with which generator it is used. Earlier systems gave the panel its
own number that did not necessarily appear to tie in with the parent generator e.g. Generator No.9 uses Panel
No.8 and Generator No.10 uses Panel No.9.
The panel provides:
1. Regulation of the alternator field supply using a transistorised module.
2. A heavy-duty relay with dual contacts to connect vehicle batteries and radio batteries to generator output.
3. A relay and three diodes to prevent the main relay closing if the batteries connections are reversed.
4. A relay and three zener diodes to protect the regulator against voltage surges.
5. A shunt for an external ammeter to measure charging current.
6. Connections for two warning lights.
7. Radio interference suppression.

Panel, Generator, No.12, Mk 1, mounted in front of the driver’s controls in a CVR(T). The two thick cables on
the left go to the batteries; the generator input is on the right.

Regulation of the field supply is provided by CAV regulator type 440. This transistorised module is available in
a range of ratings for light commercial applications. Regulators of type 440 and 446 for both 12 and 24 volt are
used with the CAV alternators known as AC5 systems (AC/12 and AC5/24). In the

Lucas CAV regulator, in this application fitted to a Dutch army Land Rover.

Although they lend themselves to quick replacement, they are susceptible to damage if mistreated.
Despite the warnings there may be situations where a regulator repair is indicated and it is fairly easy to extract
the board from the regulator.

The 440A regulator as it is set up for a commercial installation.
The Panel, Generator, No.12 does not use the warning light facility on the 440 regulator, but instead takes it
supply directly from the subsidiary DC output of the alternator as an ignition warning light. But the light going
out with the engine running does not indicate there is charging. Charging is indicated by the alternator and by a
battery warning light that is illuminated at half brilliance when the engine is running. Depending on whether the
warning light comes on at full brilliance and whether the master switch is turned on can indicate reversed
connections of the batteries or excessive discharge.
The type 440 regulator has three setting depending on the rate of charge required in certain circumstances:
HI – Setting for normal ambient temperatures.
MED - Setting for countries with high ambient temperatures where there is a risk of battery overheating.
LO - Setting for countries with high ambient temperatures where there is battery gassing. Once batteries have
cooled the setting must be returned to MED or HI.
Initially the 440 regulator was fitted, but was superseded by the 440A that could work at higher temperatures.
Both types had the disadvantage that should the connection to the LO, MED or HI terminals fail then too high a
voltage will be given out resulting in excessive alternator output. The 440D, which is directly interchangeable
with the earlier regulators, has a fail-safe arrangement. In the event of a similar fault the output voltage is held
down.
Alternator No.12 Faultfinding Data
Multimeter –ve lead plug pin E, +ve lead to plug pin A should read 1.8 kohms.
Multimeter –ve lead plug pin E, +ve plug pin B should read 1.5 kohms.
Multimeter with either leads, plug pin C and D should read field resistance of 15-40 ohms.
Alternator main diodes (DD719 & DD716A) forward resistance 24-30 ohms
Alternator low current diodes (5621A-S) forward resistance 800 ohms
Stator windings, pass 40 amps DC through any two of the three stator windings should give a voltage drop of
1.1-1.3 volts.
Generator Panel No.12 Faultfinding Data
Battery charging relay, Type BBNG
Coil resistance: 30 ohms. Operating voltage: 12-17 volts. Drop out voltage: 2.5 volts
Battery reversal relay, Type DR-249
Coil resistance: 85 ohms. Operating voltage: 7-8 volts. Drop out voltage: 4-5 volts

Surge protection relay, Type DR24-23
Coil resistance: 0.025 ohms
CAV Regulator 440 settings: HI – 28.5 volts, MED – 27.5 volts, LO – 26.5 volts
Regulator 440A quick test - no charging.
If there is no charging (i.e. charge warning light doesn’t dim or ammeter doesn’t indicate) switch off.
1. Connect a 24 volt 2 watt bulb to terminal WL and +ve battery line.
2. Start up again. If this bulb comes on the regulator is faulty; if it doesn’t come on the alternator is faulty.
3. If bulb does not come on. Switch off.
4. Disconnect F terminal. Clip this lead to –ve terminal on regulator. Switch on ignition.
If the light comes on the regulator is faulty. If no light appears the alternator is faulty

Regulator 440A quick test - overcharging.
Loss of voltage control would be indicated by the battery “boiling” and ammeter continuously reading high.
1. Connect a voltmeter to –ve terminal of regulator module and to +ve terminal of regulator (in this application
it will be to “HI” terminal.
2. Switch on all vehicle lights and leave for 5 minutes.
3. Start engine and run at half maximum speed.
4. Observe voltmeter and vehicle ammeter. Switch off the vehicle lights. The voltage should rise to 28 volts.
At the same time the current reading on the ammeter should drop significantly.
If the changes are not as described the regulator is faulty.

Note in this illustration the +ve lead is set on “MED”.

Less powerful 24 volt alternators
There were a number of commercial alternators that were fitted to military vehicles from the Lucas 10AC to
15AC series (external regulator) and the 15ACR to 25ACR series (internal regulator). These were all 12 volt
alternators except the 11AC, which had a 24 volt version delivering 23 amps.
Another commercial range that saw military service was manufactured by CAV. Alternators were available for
both 12 volts (AC5/12) and 24 volts (AC5/24) which used either the 440 or 446 regulators. The AC5/24
delivers 31 amps, and there was a militarised version designated Generator No.11 Mk 1. The militarised version
was only rated to give an output of 25 amps, no doubt under rated given its more demanding role. It was used in
conjunction with the Generator Panel No.11 Mk 1 that used a 440 regulator. This was superseded by the Panel
Generator No. 11 Mk 2, which was contained in a more rugged box and a higher voltage regulator. The system
was fitted to the Bedford MK.

Generator No.1 Mk 1 looking less rugged than many military generators.
More powerful 24 volt alternators
I am told there are in the order of 130 theoretical marks of Chieftain, of these more than half relate to engine
specifications. When a different engine was used, it often meant a change in charging system. The earliest
Chieftains used the Rotax system based on the Alternator No.1, however Lucas/Rotax developed a system that
used a 150 amp alternator (Type B4901) driven from the main Leyland L60 engine.

Type B4901 alternator with internal fan to the right.
But the main power source was the Type B3802 alternator that gave an output of 350 amps. Driven by an
auxiliary Coventry Climax engine, it meant that for long periods in a static situation, the main engine need not
be running. The system allowed the alternators to be automatically paralleled onto the main bus-bars to give at
output of 28.5 volts at 500 amps.

Type B3802 alternator with internal fan to the right.

Companies
CAV stands for C.A.Vandevell & Co Ltd they were still advertising independently in the 1970s, but by the
1980s had become Lucas CAV. From the 1950s Rotax and Lucas had collaborated on aeronautical and military
generators, but by the 1980s their products were being produced under the banner of Lucas Aerospace Ltd.
Next time
In this article I have included only brief information on faultfinding. As I imagine there are relatively few
people who own vehicles that use these alternators I have given the space over to a more general comparison of
the systems. However next time I will be going back to the Generator No. 10 and will be giving some detailed
fault finding guidance for this ubiquitous 90-amp alternator.
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